MODERN PUMPING MACHINERY
is unnecessary to describe the fittings and accessories for each type of pump
separately, as these details will vary according to the duty and type of the
pump. All ordinary fittings and accessories (apart from such mechanical
necessities as oil-pumps, lubricators, &c.) are shown on the reference dia-
gram, fig. 4.
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Each fitting is, of course, made in many different forms, and no single
pump would carry all the appurtenances shown, for the reason that several
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Fig. 4.—Reference Diagram for Pump Accessories and Fittings
of them are alternative devices. The diagram is self-explanatory, but calls
for a few remarks.
A foot valve at the end of the suction pipe is not always a necessity,
though when combined with a priming device it always hastens commence-
ment of pumping after starting up. Many modern pumps are designed with
a large clearance volume in the pump barrel, and with these pumps, as well as
in all cases of high suction lift, a foot valve and priming apparatus is generally
advisable.
In most modern equipments a suction air vessel-will generally be fitted.
This accessory has two main functions, (i) to maintain a uniform velocity
of flow in the suction pipe, so avoiding water .hammer, cavitation, or inertia

